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Mobipro Site Connector

Summary:
This document gives an overview over the Mobipro Site Connector including some installation
scenarios and a brief technical description of the product.
This document is not a complete installation guide nor is it a complete technical description of the
product.
It is intended to give a brief overall description of the Mobipro Site Connector.
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1 Overview
1.1 Description
The Mobipro Site Connector is a synchronisation service, which synchronises
appointments/meetings between two different scheduling systems.

1.2 Scenarios
1.2.1 Synchronising calendars to cell phones
Company

TelCo
Cell phones

Exchange /
TaskTimer

USWP
Site Connector
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2 Installing Mobipro Site Connector
2.1 General system requirements
The Site connector must be installed on an NT Server/Workstation with NT Service Pack 4 or
better. Special requirements for connecting to different types of systems are described in detail in
the following sections.

2.2 Connecting to Exchange
Site Connector setup
On order to access an Exchange server the Site Connector service can be installed on either:
1.
2.

The Exchange server itself (if several Exchange servers are clustered, it is only necessary to
install the Site Connector on one of them). Exchange service pack 2 or better must be
installed.
Any other NT workstation/server within the same domain. NT service pack 4 or better and
Outlook 98/2000 must be installed (Outlook installs the relevant communication protocols).

The service “talks” to the Exchange server using CDO (Collaboration Data Objects) library from
Microsoft.
In order to allow access to the Exchange calendars, it is essential that the Site Connector Service be
configured to run as the Exchange service administrator (the same account that is used for running
the Exchange service itself). See section 3.7 for information of how to set up the service.
Exchange setup
The Exchange site must be set up to allow the Exchange Administrator the right to access the users
calendars. In a default Exchange installation, the rights are set up the way that is needed.

2.3 Connecting to TaskTimer
Site Connector setup
The Site Connector Service needs to access the TaskTimer database either as files shared on the
network or using the ODBC protocols. The Service can be run as any account that is granted the
relevant rights to access these shared resources.
Accessing of native TaskTimer database
The Site Connector needs to know the location of the TaskTimer database:
1) When running TaskTimer on a native database the location will simply be the path to the
database files.
2) If the database file resides on a network drive, you will need to configure the Site Connector
service to run in another security profile than the default one (see section 3.7 for information
on how to configure the service). You need to make sure that the security profile in which
the Site Connector runs has access to the network drives.
If the service runs using the LocalSystem account (default), it cannot access any network
resources. You need to select an account that has read and write access to the network
directory where the TaskTimer database resides. It is necessary that the account have access
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to this directory without supplying any additional passwords. In a Windows NT network this
works if the network directory is in the same domain, if it is in a trusted domain or in an untrusted domain with an identical account. In a Novell network, this will work if the NetWare
Gateway Service is installed and the account has access to the Novell drive. It may not work
if you use other Novell clients, such as Novell’s Client32.
Since the service does not inherit a user's drive mappings, you need to specify the database
path as a UNC Path.
Finally, it has been observed in some cases that when you manually start a service, it may
inherit the access rights and even drive mappings of the current user. In other words, if you
log into Windows NT, configure the service and start it through Control Panel | Services it
may start because you have access to the network directory where the TaskTimer database
is. However, when you restart the computer the service may fail to start because it does not
have the access right "on its own". Consequently, you need to restart the computer before
you can be completely sure that you have configured the service correctly.
Important when using ODBC databases
When you connect to an ODBC database, you use a so-called Data Source Name (DSN), which
specifies information about the database to which you connect. The DSNs are configured through
Control Panel | ODBC. In Windows NT the DSNs are stored in the individual user profile and can
thus not be shared. If the Site Connector Service runs in the LocalSystem profile (default) it does
not have access to the DSNs created in other user profiles. You therefore need to create the DSN for
the TaskTimer database as a System DSN. A System DSN is available to all user profiles, including
LocalSystem and thus to the Mobipro Site Connector service. If the database resides on a Microsoft
SQL server please read the topic "Considerations when using Named Pipes on MS SQL Server"
in the ODBC.DOC, placed in the TaskTimer installation directory.

2.4 Connecting to USWP
Site Connector setup
Requirements: Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.01 or better. IE 5.01 installs msxml.dll, which is
used by the Site Connector to process XML.
The USWP protocol uses HTTP. The service needs the right to communicate to the relevant URL
(possible outside the local network). The network (and possible its firewall/proxy) must be
configured to allow HTTP from the relevant machine. Also the service must be set up running as an
account with the right to talk HTTP.
The service talks to an XML engine on the USWP server.
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2.5 Connecting to Notes
Site Connector setup
Requirements: Lotus Notes 5.0.
It is required that the Lotus Notes client is installed on the machine that the Site Connector is to be
running on. The client has to be set up to run as the user who has access to the calendars, in the
following called the Site Connector user (SC-User for short).
Before the Site Connector user can access all the calendars it has to be granted access by all the
users to create, read, write and delete documents in the database. The normal way to do this is to ask
all the users to create an entry in the access control list (ACL), granting the SC-User the proper
rights. Fortunately, there is an easier way to do this.

2.5.1 Granting access to the Site Connector user
All the following steps has to be executes on the Lotus Domino server:
1. Stop the Notes Domino server. Executing the exit command on the Lotus Domino console
can do this, the Lotus Domino Server will the shut down and close the window.
2. Start the Lotus Domino Administrator.
3. When asked for the password, press the Escape (Esc) button until the “Choose UserID to
Switch To” dialog appears. If not prompted for the password, the Lotus Domino
Administrator is properly already running as the server, then continue with step 6.
4. Locate and select the “Server.id” file. The file is normal locate in “X:\Lotus\Domino\Date”.
5. Press the Open button and the Administration window will appear (after closing the
welcome page). Note that no password is necessary for the server identification.
6. If the “Welcome to Domino Administrator R5” window appear, close it.
7. If not already selected, select the “Files” tab at the
top for the window.
8. Select the first line in the tree-view. The item is
the root of the client’s database, and is most likely
called something like “C:\Lotus\Notes\Data”.
9. Select the “Files” -> “New” -> “Link…” menu, to
create a new link. The “Create New Link” dialog
appears as illustrated to the right.
10. Type a name for the link, e.g. “DominoDate”
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11. Type the path to the Domino database e.g. “C:\Lotus\Domino\Data”.
12. Press the Ok button, the new item appear in the tree-view.
13. Refresh the view by pressing the F9 button.
14. Expand the new item in the tree-view by pressing the triangle to the left of the text.
15. Select the folder containing all the users, normal named “mail”. A list of all the users in that
folder is showed to the right of the tree-view.
16. Select all the users who you will set up to be synchronised by the Site Connector.
17. Select the Files -> Access Control -> Manage… menu. The “Multi ACL Management”
dialog appear.
18. Press the Add… button and the “Add ACL Entry” dialog appear.
19. Type the name of the Site Connector user e.g. SCUser/SiteName. Make sure to check the
spelling of the name there is no verification.
20. Select the access type as “Editor”.
21. Check the “Delete documents”
22. Uncheck the “Create personal agents”, “Create personal folders/views”, “Create shared
folders/views” and “Create LotusScript/Java agents”.
23. Press the Ok button.
24. If the Lotus Notes or the Lotus Domino Administrator need to be run as a different user
select the “Files” -> “Tools” -> “Switch ID…” menu to change the user id file. If the Site
Connector is to run on the server the Site Connector user it has to be chosen. The password
for the selected user has to be typed when switching user.
25. Exit the Lotus Domino Administrator.
The access right for the Site Connector is now set up.
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3 Configuration of Site Connector
3.1 Overview
The configuration program consists of 8 pages, each taking care of a specific part of the setup.
The eight pages is as follow:
• Login
Setup of login information for the connections.
• Usermapper
Setup the mapping between the connections.
• Synchronisation Setup at what and when to synchronise.
•
•
•

Rules
Logging
Licenses

Setup the rules for synchronisation the different types of objects.
Setup the detailing and size of the logging for the service.
Setup of licenses.

• Service
Setup and test of the service’s account and connections.
• Options
Setup synchronisation options.
The pages of the Site Connector Configuration program are described in detail in the following
section.
About applying changes
The configuration program will first update the changes to the database the pressing the Apply
button (or pressing the OK button to exit). Those function where it is required that changes are
saved, a message box is shown with the possibility to the save the changes or cancel the function.
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3.2 Login page
The Login page is used to define the connection to the systems, for which you want to synchronise
appointments. Its make no difference what is connection 1 and what is connection 2.
The connections are set up/modified in this way:
1) Select connection type.
2) Press the select button. A dialog will ask for information required to create the selected
connection. The information needed depends on the desired type on connection (see next
section for further details).
3) When you have entered the needed information and pressed OK, the connection is tested.
If the connection fails (e.g. by entering a wrong server name in the Exchange dialog or a
wrong path in the TaskTimer dialog) you get the options of correction the information or
ignoring the error.
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3.2.1 TaskTimer connections
For a TaskTimer connection the select dialog looks like this:

By pressing the ‘Find’ button the ’Select TaskTimer database’ dialog appears (see below).
When the database is set up, you need to enter the TaskTimer SYSOP password in the “SYSOP
password” field. The SYSOP password is used to access all calendars in the TaskTimer database.
The ‘Select TaskTimer Database’ dialog look like this:

First the driver has to be selected, the possible type are:
• TaskTimer Native.
• TaskTimer ODBC.
The bottom half of the dialog will change according to the choice of database driver.
TaskTimer Native: Type in (or browse to) the path
to the database files.
ODBC:
Press the setup button and select the ODBC driver
(ALIAS), needed to connect to a SQL server. Press
OK and the login box for the SQL connection is
showed.
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3.2.2 Exchange connections
For an Exchange connection the select dialog will look like this:

Here the name of the server and the name of a random mailbox have to be typed. The name of the
server can be select from a list of servers in the network by pressing the “Find” button:

The name of the mailbox is only used to retrieve the address lists, and will not be used for
synchronisation.
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3.2.3 USWP connections
The connection information needed to make a connection to an USWP server is URL, Site alias and
password. Proxy information is optional and can be left blank.
The URL is in the format http://<ip>/servlet/com.tsi.uswp.xml.XmlUswpServer, where <ip> must
be substituted with the relevant ip address or hostname.

The USWP server administrator is responsible for assigning a single IP-address or a range of
addresses to a site. Only assigned addresses are allowed to access the XML engine for users
belonging to this particular site.

3.2.4 Notes connections
To make a connection to a Lotus Domino server the following information is needed:
• Server name.
• Password for the Site Connector user.
When pressing the Select button the “Select Domino server“ dialog is showed, it could look like
this:
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The field Server is the name of the Lotus Domino server. There is several ways to identify the
server:
• The Domino server name and site name separated by a slash, like “ServerName/SiteName”.
• The host of the server as known by the DNS/WINS name server.
• The IP address of the Domino server.
The Password field is the password for the user logging in to the system. The id file name of the
user logging in is showed at the top of the dialog (the field “ID file name”).
If the ID file showed at the top of the dialog does not belong to the Site Connector user, then the
Site Connector has to be exited (and the Site Connector Service stopped if running). Then start
“Lotus Notes” (the client program) or “Lotus Domino Administrator” and enter the “File” ->
“Tools” -> “Switch ID” menu to select the right ID file. After typing the password for the Site
Connector user, exit the program and restart the Site Connector Configuration program.
NOTE: Running the Lotus Notes or the Lotus Domino Administrator at the same time as the Site
Connector could result in unpredictable logon errors. It is recommended to stop the Site Connector
(including the service) while running the Lotus Notes or Lotus Domino Administrator and vice
versa.
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3.3 Usermapper page
The Usermapper page is used to define the connections between the users from the two connections.

As showed above the usermapper displays a list of users for the selected connection. The tabs below
the user list select the connection to be displayed.
Selecting a user will display the mapping information in the field to the right of the list, if the user is
not mapped this field is left blank. The “mapped to” section displays information about the current
mapping, including database, alias and name of the user mapped to.
Below the name is an indication of the primary system for the user. See the section “How the Site
Connector works” (Chapter 4) for a further explanation.
Below ‘Primary system’ you can control the handling of confidential appointments for the
individual user. This setting is only visible if the setting for handling of confidential appointments,
on the Rules page (see section 3.5), is set to “Individual setting for each user”. See section 4.2.3 for
a detailed description of the different ways to handle confidential appointments.
If a map is no longer wanted you can clear the map by pressing the “Clear map” button.
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To map a user from the list, double-click on the user or mark the user and press the “Map” button.
This will show a dialog with a list of unmapped users from the other connection. Select a user and
click OK or double click to select.

In the bottom of the page is the “Auto map” section. The Auto-mapper can map users automatically
by comparing the alias or name.

Below the ‘What to match’ field are 4 check boxes:
1) The check box ‘Compare with case’ indicates if the comparison of alias/name is case
sensitive.
2) The check box ‘Create users as needed’ indicate if the ‘auto-mapper’ is to create users if
there is no match of alias or name. The auto-mapper is only capable of creating TaskTimer
users. If the connection to map to is not a TaskTimer connection, the check box is disabled.
3) The check box ‘Map selected user only’ indicates that only the user selected in the list above
is mapped. If the checkbox is unchecked, the user-mapper will map all users if possible.
4) The check box ‘Don’t change mapped users’ indicates that already mapped users are not
changed.
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When all options for the ‘Auto map’ is set, press the Run button. This will generate a list of
proposed new mappings. The proposed mappings can be changed by right clicking on a mapping
(see picture below). The mappings (and possible new users) are created when the proposal is
accepted.

3.4 Synchronisation page
On this page, the synchronisation parameters are configured.
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Normal run: The Synchronisation date range specifies how many days before and after the present
day, the Site Connector will examine in each run. The more days, the slower the scan will be. A
relatively short date range will usually be sufficient to keep the most recent items updated.
• Days prior/after today: Specifies the date range to scan each synchronisation
loop.
• Synchronisation loop interval specifies how often the synchronisation will be
performed.
Extended run: In Order to keep a larger part of the data up-to date, the Site Connector has support
for periodically performing a long-range scan. Typically, the time-consuming long-range scan will
be performed at night.
• Force extended run when service starts: Enable this option to make the service
do an extended run when it is started.
• Enabled extended synchronisation: Enable/Disable extended synchronisation.
• Days prior/after today: Specifies the date range to scan during the extended run.
• Enable database verification: If this option is enabled the Site Connector will
perform a verification and clean-up of its internal database (X-DB) each time an
extended is performed. The cleanup/verification removes unneeded items from
the X-DB.
• Run selected hours: Here it is selected at which hour(s) the extended
synchronisation and/or the database verification will be run. The extended run is
run once at the beginning of the hour.
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3.5 Rules page
This page is used for setting up rules used in the synchronisation.
Confidential appointments: The Site Connector has three rules on how to synchronise
confidential appointment. The rules can be set to be common for all users or be set individually to
each user. Individual settings are handled on the “Usermapper” page (section 3.3).
Notice: The primary system is always considered the system to be protected. For an in deep
discussion of how the confidential rules are handled, see the section: “How the Mobipro Site
Connector works” (Chapter 4).
•
•

•

Full synchronisation: All confidential appointments are synchronised normally
(the appointments will be confidential in both systems).
Synchronisation as blank time reservation: Confidential appointments from the
primary systems will be synchronised as a blank time reservation (as an
appointment with no description). Confidential appointments from the secondary
system will be synchronised to the primary system and the descriptions will be
blanked.
No synchronisation: Confidential appointment in the primary system will not be
synchronised at all. Confidential appointments in the secondary system will be
deleted.

Meeting request: This rule
governs if the Site Connector
should auto-accept meeting request
from the primary or secondary
systems. This feature is especially
useful if the user never logs into
one of the systems (usually the
secondary) and never sees the
meeting request other users of this
systems has sent to him. In some
systems, it is supported to send a
message along with the
acknowledgement (e.g. Exchange).
The message can be changed the in
“Reply text:” field.
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3.6 Logging page
This page is used to set up the logging features of the Site Connector.

Logging: The Site Connector creates a log file to keep track of initialisation, errors and (if the detail
level is above 0) running information on the synchronisation. The default name of the log file is
sitecon.log, and is placed in the Site Connector installation directory.
• Detail level:
o Level 0: Log initialisation and errors.
o Level 1: As Level 0 + information about extended runs
o Level 2: As Level 1 + synchronisation summery for each user every
loop. The log file will grow quickly in size.
o Level 3: As Level 2 + very detail information about each item
synchronised. Intended for troubleshooting.
• Maximum log size: Currently not supported.
• File name: Specify a different file name (and location) for the log file.
• Include time-stamp: Enable this to print the date and time on each line in the log
file.
• Clear log when service starts: If enabled, the log file is cleared each time the Site
Connector is started.
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Delete logging: The Site Connector has the possibility to keep a log of all items that is deleted
during synchronisation. This log can later be used to recover items deleted by accident or due to
serious server errors. The default filename is delete.log, the default location is in the Site
Connector installation directory.
How to restore items from the delete.log:
Copy the delete log (or the part of it you want to restore) to a file called restore.log in the Site
Connector installation directory. Next time the Site Connector service is (re)started (e.g. by starting
and leaving the Site Connector configuration tool), the contents of this file is read and restored into
the relevant users calendars.

3.7 Licenses page
This page is used to install license numbers, and display information about installed licenses.
To install a license click the
“Install new” button. This will
bring up a dialog that allows typing
in a new license number.
When installing multiple licenses it
is also possible to drag a single text
file containing the license numbers
into the “Installed licenses”
window.
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3.8 Service page
This page is used to set up the Site Connector service.

If the service is not installed on the computer when the configuration tool is started, you’re
presented to the “Service” page as the first thing, in order to set up the service. The service is
installed when changes to the “logon as” account/password is applied.
Logon as: Here the service account/password is set up. These options are also found in NT’s own
service manager (Start|Control panel|Services).
• Account: Select the NT account the service will run as. If the synchronisation
involves Exchange, the service needs to be set up as the Exchange service
administrator account. Otherwise any valid account with permission to the
needed network share will do. For a detailed discussed of the account/rights
needed see sections 2.2 - 2.4.
Pressing (…) will bring up a dialog with a list of all the valid accounts. The
account can be selected from this list.
• Password/Confirm password: The password for the selected account.
Startup type: Here the startup type of the service is selected. The Automatic/Manual/Disabled
option is also found in NT’s own service manager (Start|Control panel|Services).
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Automatic: The service will start automatically when the machine boots.
Manual: The service must be started manually after reboot.
Disabled: The service is disabled.

Start service when this program exits: Select if the service should (re)start when the configuration
program is closed. If the service was running when the configuration tool was started, this option is
automatically enabled.
The status-bar shows the current state of the service (starting, running etc.).
Info: Shows the status of the service when the configuration tool was started.

3.9 Options page
This page is used to select what to be synchronised and to set the number of treads to use when the
service performs the synchronisation.
The maximum number of treads possible is reflected by the tread-licences installed.
If the licenses for a specific function-level is not installed the non supported options will be greyed
out.
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4 How the Mobipro Site Connector works
4.1 The cross-reference database
The Site Connector uses a cross-reference database (X-DB) to keep track of the changes made in
the calendar systems it is synchronising. This database is kept in the file "sitecon.dat" in the
Site Connector directory. For each user, the X-DB maintains a list of items (appointments etc.) that
are present in both calendar systems. When an item is synchronised a record of its ID and time of
modification is created in the X-DB.

The X-DB also houses the information on the two calendar systems being synchronised and a list of
all the mapped users. Global and user-specific configuration information is also kept in the X-DB.

X-DB

Local

Connection 1

Connection 2
Site Connector
NT Server/workstation

Local or remote
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4.2 The synchronisation loop:
4.2.1 The basics of the synchronisation loop
For each user mapped both calendar systems are scanned for items (appointments and tasks) in the
time period specified in the configuration program. When an appointment is found, its ID is
compare against the X-DB, and one of the following situations arise:
•

New item: If the ID is not found in the X-DB, the appointment/task is considered new and is
booked in the other calendar system, and a record of the IDs and modification times is
created in the X-DB.
Error correction system: For each new appointment/task, it is examined if an exact copy
(same description, start time, end time and other supported fields) exists in the other
calendar system. If such an appointment exists, the two appointments are linked together
with a new record in the X-DB. This is done to prevent duplication of appointments if the XDB has been erased.

•

Item deleted: If the ID is found in the X-DB but the corresponding appointment cannot be
found in the other calendar system, the item is considered deleted, and both the X-DB entry
and the original item is deleted.

•

Item modified: If the ID is found in the X-DB and a corresponding appointment/task in the
other calendar system is found, it is examined if the item has been changed. If it has, the
changes from the other system are transfer to the original appointment.

In each synchronisation-loop, the secondary systems if scanned first followed by the primary
systems. In the unlikely case where an item has been modified in both systems, the order of the
scans ensures the information in the primary system is preserved.

4.2.2 Processing meeting requests
Before scanning the calendar systems for appointments, pending meeting requests are processed
and auto-acknowledged. In some calendar systems (e.g. Exchange) meeting requests are not booked
into the users calendar before they are acknowledged. If the user never uses one of the calendar
systems - most likely the secondary - the meetings will never be booked into the calendar and thus
never be synchronised.
The handling of meeting requests is configured using the Site Connector Configuration tool (see
section 3.5).

4.2.3 Confidential appointments
The synchronisation can be set up to treat confidential appointments with special care. Notice that
the primary system is always considered the system to be protected. The following table describes
how the three levels of protection handles the synchronisation for confidential appointments, and
how shifts in protection levels are handled (e.g. the confidential appointments used to be fully
synchronised but now the protection level has been changed to no synchronisation, and the
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synchronisation needs to remove the confidential appointments from the secondary system. This
change will be described as a level 1->3 shift).
The handling of confidential appointments is configured using the Site Connector Configuration
tool (“Rules”-tab for global settings, “Usermapper”-tab for individual settings).
The following describes how confidential/private appointments are synchronised.
Primary appointment = a confidential appointment in the primary system
Secondary appointment = a confidential appointment in the secondary system.
1. Level 1: Full synchronisation - no protection
Synchronisation: Everything is synchronised - Notice: the appointments will also be
marked as confidential in the secondary system.
Level shift cleanup:
2->1: If a primary appointment has a corresponding secondary appointment without
description, the secondary appointment is changes to match the primary appointment.
3->1: No cleanup needed. All appointments are considered new by the synchronisation.
2. Level 2: Synchronisation as blank time reservations
Synchronisation: Primary appointments are synchronised with all fields except the
description which is left blank. If the corresponding secondary appointment is modified, the
changes are discarded and the appointment is reset to match the primary appointment.
Level shift cleanup:
1->2: If a primary appointment has a corresponding secondary appointment with a
description, the description is cleared in the secondary appointment.
3->2: No cleanup needed. All appointments are considered new by the synchronisation.
3. Level 3: No synchronisation
Synchronisation: Primary and secondary appointment are completely ignored in the
synchronisation. No X-DB entries are created.
Level shift cleanup:
1->3: If a primary appointment has a corresponding secondary appointment both the
secondary appointment and the X-DB entry is deleted.
2->3: Same as above.

4.2.4 Database verification
The Site Connector has the option to run a verification/cleanup of the X-DB each time an extended
synchronisation has run. The verification/clean removes unlinked records (records where both
appointments it point to has been deleted) and works by scanning all entries in the X-DB and
checking if they point to at least one valid appointment. Records linking to appointments/tasks
outside the scanned date ranges (both normal and extended synchronisation) are also removed. All
this is done to keep the X-DB down in size.
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